DIMENSIONS - Inch & [mm.]

CAPACITY lbs. or ton. A B C D F G H J K L

ELECTRICAL TERMINATION-CABLE COLOR CODES

- EXC = RED
- EXC = BLACK
- SHIELD = ORANGE
- C2 = GRAY
- C2 = VIOLET
- SIG = GREEN
- SIG = WHITE

NOTES: UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

- DIMENSIONS WITHIN [ BRACKETS ] ARE IN MILLIMETERS.
- RESISTANCE:
  - EXC 350 OHMS ±3.5.
  - SIG 350 OHMS ±3.5.
- RATED OUTPUT (mv/v) 3 ±0.3.
- EXCITATION (VDC) 10 Nom., MAX 15.
- PREPACKAGED WEIGHT IS 2 LBS/.9 KG FOR 500 LBS TO 4K LBS.
- PREPACKAGED WEIGHT IS 5.5 LBS/1.6 KG FOR 5K LBS TO 10K LBS.
- USED WITH HI LPS SERIES LOAD POINTS.
- CABLE FITTING CAN VARY.
- STANDARD LOAD SENSOR CABLE LENGTH IS 20 FT MIN [6 METERS].